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It gives me immense satisfaction by knowing that SCIENTIA HUB
has promoted co-curricular activities just like how Vemana IT
promotes education and quality learning. SCIENTIA HUB has always
encouraged students to go beyond the ordinary and share their
perspectives with fellow students. The newsletter promises excellent
technical articles which has not only kept the students but also the
faculty spellbound. I am proud to say that our students step in learn,
explore then step out with self-confdence and knowledge. SCIENTIA
HUB has played a major role in achieving this.

PRINCIPAL
I heartily congratulate the department of ISE for their newest release
of SCIENTIA HUB. This edition brings you the recent trends and
advancements in technology. I also thank the editorial committee for
their dedication and hard work. I would like to thank all our students
for their contribution towards SCIENTIA HUB.
DR. VIJAY SIMHA REDDY
PRINCIPAL,VEMANA IT

HOD

RAJANNA M
HOD OF ISE

It gives us an immense pleasure to introduce this Newsletter of
Information science Engineering Named “SCIENTIA” it is the Latin
word for knowledge. By presenting this Newsletter we wish to provide
you the same. The Department of Information Science & Engineering
is composed of an Undergraduate program in Information Science &
Engineering with an intake of 120.Our placement and result records
are very impressive. The high quality research work being pursued by
the faculty and students is very evident from the large number of
research papers being published in referred journals. I thank all the
students and faculties for their contribution.

About the Department
The Department of Information Science & Engineering (ISE) is
a center of excellence providing in-depth technical knowledge
and imparting grassroots thinking in the field of Information
Technology. The department constantly thrives to nourish the
true spirit & wisdom of Information Technology, into the young
aspirants. The department with its cohesive team of faculty
members, offers a sound program at the UG and aims to
output engineers of innovative technology.

Technical Seminar
RASBERRY PI
What students achieved:
Set up afull fledged web service on a Raspberry Pi
Raspberry PI setup:
Acquire a Raspberry Pi, and other required components
Get it set up with the latest Raspbian image
Boot it off a USB flash drive, rather than SD card for speed
Set it up to run a web service
Install and set up a database (postgres)
Setup a web service written in Python 3.4 (pre-installed), using Flask, connecting
to the previously set up database
Install a web server (nginx), and configure it to sit in front of the web service

Guest Lectures

Prof. A.M. Padma Reddy
Prof. A.M. Padma Reddy is a renowned professor in engineering
institutions with an experience of more than 25 years. He has
also worked as Project Manager in Admya Technocrats Pvt.Ltd.
Professor possesses a unique distinction of having worked in
various capacities such as Project Manager, Consultant,
Release Manager in software industry, as well as teacher,

course designer, material producer and committed researcher both at under-graduate and
post-graduate levels in various departments and allied areas.With the vast experience at the
credit of prof. Padma Reddy the text books authored by him have been very well received by
teachers and student community all over the country.

Date: 30/10/2017
Event: Lecture on “Automata Theory and Computability”
Audience: V semester students of Information Science and Engineering.
Content of the event : Automata Theory and Computability
Finite State Machine (FSM).
Context-Free Grammar (CFG)
Pushdown Automata.
Turing Machine.
Conclusion: Students gained knowledge on the concepts of Automata Theory and
Computability.

Date: 30/10/2017
Event: Lecture on “Data Structures Using C”
Audience: III semester students of Information Science and Engineering.·
Content of the event: Linked lists in Data structures and applications.·
Conclusion: Students gained knowledge on the concepts of Linked lists in
Data structures and applications.

Guest Lectures

Dr. Shiva Murthy G
Qualification :
Research Specialization :
Total Experience (in Yrs) :
Papers Published in :
ISSN Journals
Books Published in ISBN :
Conference proceedings

BE, ME, PhD
Wireless AdHoc and Sensor Networks
Teaching-14 Industry-00 Research-04
National 00 International 06
National 00 International 00

Papers Presented in Conferences : National 01 International 06
Professional Memberships : MISTE
Email Id : kgshivam@gmail.com /
shivamurthy@vtu.ac.in
Contact No
: +91 98456 03236
Area of interests : Wireless AdHoc & Sensor N/W,
Cloud Computing & Reliablitiy Engg.

Date: 27/9/2017
Event: Lecture on “Network Simulator -2”
Audience: V semester students of Information Science and Engineering.
Content of the event : Network Simulator- 2 Introduction
Working of Network Simulator - 2
TCL commands, scripts
Creating network simulator object instances
Create Trace files, network topology
Create transport layer agents
Schedule simulate
Close simulation
VTU prescribed laboratory exercises
Implement 3 node point to point network & connection
to be duplex, set the queue size, and vary the bandwidth
Conclusion: Students gained knowledge on the network simulator. Lab exercise
was demonstrated after which students had hands-on experience.
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Technical Articles
BOTNETS OF THINGS
Breaking into computers over the
Internet and controlling them en masse
from centralized systems. Among other
things, the hackers used the combined
computing power of these botnets to
launch distributed denial-of-service
attacks, which flood websites with traffic
to take them down. But now the problem
is getting worse, thanksto a flood of
cheap webcams, digital video recorders,
and other gadgets in the “Internet of
things.” Because these devices typically
have little or no security, hackers can
take them over with little effort. And
that makes it easier than ever to build
huge botnets that take down much more
than one site at a time.
In October, a botnet made up of 100,000
compromised gadgets knocked an
Internet infrastructure provider
partially offline. Taking down that
provider, Dyn, resulted in a cascade of effects that ultimately caused a long list of highprofile websites, including Twitter and Netflix, to temporarily disappear from the
Internet. More attacks are sure to follow: the botnet that attacked Dyn was created with
publicly available malware called Mirai that largely automates the process of coöpting
computers. The best defense would be for everything online to run only secure software,
so botnets couldn’t be created in the first place. This isn’t going to happen anytime soon.
Internet of things devices are not designed with security in mind and often have no way
of being patched. The things that have become part of Mirai botnets, for example, will be
vulnerable until their owners throw them away. Botnets will get larger and more
powerful simply because the number of vulnerable devices will go up by orders of
magnitude over the next few years.
What do hackers do with them?
Many things. Botnets of Things breakthrough Malware that takes control of webcams,
video recorders, and other consumer devices to cause widespread Internet outages.
Why It Matters?
Botnets based on this software are disrupting larger and larger swaths of the Internet—
and getting harder to stop. Botnets are used to commit click fraud.Click fraud is a .

Technical Articles
scheme to fool advertisers into thinking that people are clicking on, or viewing, their ads.
There are lots of ways to commit click fraud, but the easiest is probably for the attacker
to embed a Google ad in a Web page he owns. Google ads pay a site owner according to the
number of people who click on them. The attacker instructs all the computers on his
botnet to repeatedly visit the Web page and click on the ad. Dot, dot, dot, PROFIT! If the
botnet makers figure out more effective ways to siphon revenue from big companies
online, we could see the whole advertising model of the Internet crumble.
Similarly, botnets can be used to evade spam filters, which work partly by knowing which
computers are sending millions of e-mails. They can speed up password guessing to break
into online accounts, mine bitcoins, and do anything else that requires a large network of
computers. This is why botnets are big businesses. Criminal organizations rent time on
them. But the botnet activities that most often make headlines are denial-of-service
attacks that don't seems to have been the victim of some angry hackers, but more
financially motivated groups use these attacks as a form of extortion. Political groups use
them to silence websites they don’t like. Such attacks will certainly be a tactic in any
future cyberwar.

ESIGHT 3
For the millions of people who are
legally blind, navigation is a routine
challenge. Though support canes and
guide dogs can help, they cannot mimic
actual vision. eSight 3 can. Think of it
as the world’s most powerful pair of
glasses: once users put on eSight, it
records highdefinition video and uses
magnification, contrast and
proprietary algorithms to enhance that
imagery into something the legally
blind can see—enabling them to
partake in a variety of activities,
including sports, that would otherwise be off-limits. At $9,995, the device, which
launched in February, is not accessible to everyone (though the company does help
connect would-be buyers with funding sources, including grants). But it is cheaper
than the company’s earlier iterations, as well as faster, lighter and equipped with
better zoom capabilities. To date, the company estimates it has been used by more
than 1,000 patients.

VISION & MISSION OF THE INSTITUTE
VISION
To become a leading institute for quality technical education and research
with ethical values.

MISSION
M1: To continually improve quality education system that produces thinking
engineers having good technical capabilities with human values.
M2: To nurture a good eco-system that encourages faculty and students to
engage in meaningful research and development.
M3: To strengthen industry institute interface for promoting teamwork,
internship and entrepreneurship.
M4: To enhance educational opportunities to the rural and weaker sections
of the society to equip with practical skills to face the challenges of life.

VISION & MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
VISION
To produce graduates with strong fundamentals in information technology
to face challenges of global IT needs with ethical values.

MISSION
M1: To impart theoretical foundation and programing skills for the design
and development of software systems.
M2: To produce information technologists to excel in professional career,
leadership, and entrepreneurship.
M3: To inculcate multi-disciplinary research ambience among them to
transform their knowledge useful to the society.

